Name _____________________								Third Quarter Project

Sweating the Details!

Overview:  The purpose of this project is to help you to understand the importance of paying attention to the details in your work.  It is designed to improve your research skills, improve your citation skills, stress the importance of following directions, stress neatness and organization, improve your proofreading ability, and hopefully improve your knowledge of history and the world around you. (And not use run-on sentences)

Directions:  Read each question very carefully.  There are details within several of the questions that, if ignored, will lead you to the wrong answer.  You should conduct research to find the answer to the question.  You will create a typewritten answer sheet that contains the correct answer in the form of a complete sentence followed by a proper citation of your source, in proper MLA format.  Be sure to follow the directions.  You should not rewrite the question since your answer is in the form of a complete sentence.  Your final submission should have a proper heading. You may also submit your final paper through Google Apps.  Please share with me at trauschenbach@wvcsd.org. 

Example:   1) What was the name of Thomas Jefferson’s Virginia home and plantation?

This is what your answer should look like:

1)	The name of Thomas Jefferson’s Virginia home and plantation was Monticello.
 "Thomas Jefferson." Worldbook Encyclopedia. 2013 ed. N.d. Print.
Rules:  
1	IF ANY PART OF YOUR ANSWER IS INCORRECT, THE ENTIRE ANSWER IS INCORRECT.  A MISSPELLED WORD, INCORRECT PUNCTUATION OR CAPITALIZATION, OR AN IMPROPER CITATION WILL RESULT IN NO CREDIT EVEN IF THE ANSWER IS CORRECT.
2	This must be printed using a computer, typewriter, word processor, or it may be submitted digitally using Google Apps and sharing it with me.  Handwritten entries will not be accepted.
3	The following rules apply to the sources that you may use:
	A maximum of ten sources can be computer related.  This includes the internet, web-based encyclopedias, CD-ROM sources or any other computer source. 

You may use a maximum of two personal interviews as sources.
There is no limit on other sources of information.
4	This project must be done independently.  This is not a group project.  Do not copy off of another student; do not let anyone copy off of you.
5	You may use Easybib or Bibme for your citations, or do them on your own.  Internet citations must include the URL.
6	The deadline for this project is today until March 28th.  Any project handed in after March 28th will receive a penalty of 20 points per day.  No projects will be accepted after March 29th.
7	Projects will receive a bonus of five points if handed in on or before March 18th.
Tips:
	Do not procrastinate.  Start this tonight and do a few questions every day.  

PROOFREAD!  Have your parents and/or friends look it over before handing it in.
Be careful of your sources especially the internet.  Anyone can put anything they want on the internet.  It does not have to be true.  Be careful with who you interview.  Someone might think they know the answer but they really don’t.
Do not ask me for answers, I promise you I will give you the wrong answer. Or will I?
Pay close attention to the directions and the details such as punctuation marks in your citations.
	When copying and pasting into Google Docs, there is sometimes a problem with copying italics and other features.  Double check your work.
	Ask for help if there is something you do not understand.

Questions

1)	What is Barbie’s (yes the doll) last name?
2)	In the United States, what four state capitals are named after former U.S. Presidents?
3)	 What movie star’s real name is Roldolpho Alfonso Rafaelo Pierre Filibert Guglielmi di Valentina d'Antonguolla?
4)	What is the official name of the metal or plastic tip on a shoelace? 
5)	What is the name of the athletic teams at Scottsdale Community College?
6)	How many signers of the Declaration of Independence went on to serve as President of the United States?
7)	George Washington was the first President of the United States under the Constitution.  The United States had a government for 15 years prior to the Constitution.  Name one of the men who were selected to lead the government before Washington.
8)	Who was the youngest person to be elected President of the United States?
9)	What is the scientific name of New York State’s official animal?
10)	What state name is misspelled on the Liberty Bell?
11)	 What is the tallest mountain in New York State?
12)	If a person suffers from bromidrosiphobia, what are they afraid of?
13)	The Pledge of Allegiance was written by Francis Bellamy in 1892.  What two words were added to the pledge 62 years later?
14)	What is the most densely populated country in the world?
15)	 What was the original name of the search engine that would become Google?
16)	 Who was the first African-American to play baseball in the American League of Major League Baseball?
17)	 Who was the youngest First Lady in United States’ history?
18)	 In the famous poem, how many cavalrymen were in the Charge of the Light Brigade?
19)	What was President Gerald R. Ford’s name when he was born?
20)	What was the first video to ever be shown on MTV?





THE DEADLINE IS MARCH 28th


